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Someone thinks of a number between one and one million (which is just less than 
2?O). Another person is allowed to ask up to twenty questions, to each of which the 
first person is supposed to answer only yes or no. Obviously the number can be 
guessed by asking tirst: Is the number in the first half million? then again reduce the 
reservoir of numbers in the next question by one-half, and so on. Finally the 
number is obtained in less than log,( l,OOO,OOO). Now suppose one were allowed to 
he once or twice, then how many questions would one need to get the right 
answer?-S. M. Ulam. “Adventures of a Mathematician,” p. 281, Scribner’s. 
New York, 1976. , fm 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
We prove that Ulam’s problem has the following solution: 
THEOREM. Twenty-nine is the least number of yes-no questions sufficient 
to find an integer between one and one million, if up to two lies are allowed. 
If we allow at most one lie, then the least number of yes-no questions 
reduces to twenty-five, as proved by Pelt in the Journal of Combinatorial 
Theory, Series A 44 (1987), p. 137. In order to estimate the number of 
yes-no questions sufficient to find an integer x in a finite set SC N = 
(0, 1, 2, . ..} when at most two lies are allowed, we consider how our state of 
knowledge about x is modified by the answer to a yes-no question. Sup- 
pose the n-tuple Q = Qi, . . . . Q,, of yes-no questions has already been 
answered. The there is a unique triplet (X, Y, 2) of subsets of S with the 
following properties: 
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(4 x E X iff none of the answers is a lie; 
(b) x E Y iff exactly one of the answers is a lie; 
Cc) x E Z iff exactly two of the answers are lies. 
In the particular case n =O, the only solution to (a)-(c) is given by the 
triplet (S, 0, 0). Now assume one more yes-no question is asked. 
Without loss of generality, this question has the form “Does x belong to 
Q?,” where Q is a subset of N. Let Q = N\Q. Let QQ be the (n + 1)-tuple 
obtained by appending Q to Q. If the answer to Q is “yes,” then we can 
say: 
(a’) .Y E X n Q iff none of the answers to QQ is a lie; 
(b’) if exactly one of the answers to QQ is a lie, then either the 
answer to Q is true, in which case x E Y n Q, or the answer to Q is false, in 
which case .\: E Xn Q. Conversely, if x E ( Y n Q) u (Xn Q), then exactly 
one of the answers to QQ is a lie; 
(c’) if exactly two of the answers to QQ are lies, then either the 
answer to Q is true, in which case x E Z n Q, or the answer to Q is false, in 
which case x E Y n Q. Conversely, if x E (Z n Q) u (Yn Q), then exactly 
two of the answers to QQ are lies. 
Therefore, a positive answer to Q transforms (X, Y, Z) into a new triplet 
(X, Y,Z)QY’“=(XnQ,(YnQ)u(Xn~),(ZnQ)u(Yn~)). 
A negative answer to Q has the same effect as a positive answer to Q. Note 
that the sets in the initial triplet (S, 0, 0) are pairwise disjoint; further, if 
the sets in (X, Y, Z) are pairwise disjoint, then so are the sets in 
(X, Y, Z) eyes. 
We condense the above discussion in the following: 
1. DEFINITION. A Ulam set (with at most two lies) is a triplet 
U = (X, Y, Z) of pairwise disjoint finite subsets of KJ. A yes-no question is a 
subset Q of N. The Ulam sets iJQyes and UQ”” are defined by 
UQy’“=(xnQ,(YnQ)u(xn~),(ZnQ)u(Yn~)), 
where 
Q = N\Q; 
UQ”“=UQyes=(Xn@ (Yng)u(XnQ), (ZnQ)u(YnQ)). 
We say that U is n-solvable, according to the following stipulations: 
U is O-solvable iff X u Y u Z contains at most one element; 
U is (n + 1)-solvable iff there is a yes-no question Q such that both 
UQyes and UQ”” are n-solvable. 
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2. PROPOSITION. Let @ # S c N, and n E N. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) n yes-no questions are sufficient to find a number in S, if up to two 
lies are allowed; 
(ii) the Ulam set (S, @, @) is n-solvable. 
Proof By a trivial induction on n. 1 
3. PROPOSITION. Let U = (X, Y, Z) be a Ulam set, and n E N. Suppose U 
is n-solvable. Then we have 
(i) U is (n + 1 )-solvable; 
(ii) 2”aIXl(n(n-1)/2+n+l)+IYj(n+l)+IZI, where 1.1 denotes 
cardinality; 
(iii) If, in addition, U’ = (X’, Y’, Z’) is another Warn set, and x’ c X, 
Y’ c Y, Z’ c Z, then U’ is n-solvable. 
Proof (i) By induction on n. If n = 0, then by hypothesis 
1Xu YuZl< 1. Let Q=kJ. Then UQy”“=(X, Y,Z), and UQ”“= 
(0, X, Y), both of which are O-solvable. Then U is l-solvable. The induc- 
tion step is trivial. 
(ii) By induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. Assume now U is 
(n + 1)-solvable, and let Q c N be a yes-no question such that both UQyes 
and UQ”” are n-solvable. By induction hypothesis we have 
2”aIXnQI(n(n-1)/2+n+l)+J(YnQ)u(XnQ)l(n+l) 
+I(znQ)u(YnQ)l, 
2”>IXnQl(n(n-1)/2+n+l)+I(YnQ)u(XnQ)l(n+l) 
+I(znQ)u(YnQ)l. 
By the disjointness properties of Ulam sets we have 
2”+‘>IXl(n(n-1)/2+n+l)+(IXI+IYI)(n+l)+(IZ(+IYI) 
= IXl((n+ l)n/2+n+2)+ IYl(n+2)+ IZI, as required. 
(iii) By induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. To prove the induc- 
tion step, given Ulam sets Ui = (Xi, Yi, Z,), i = 1, 2, let us write U, c U2 iff 
X, c X,, Y, c Y,, and Z, t Z,. Assume now U is (n + l)-solvable, with the 
intent‘ of proving that u’ c U is (n + 1)-solvable, too. Let Q c N be a 
yes-no question such that both UQyes and UQ”” are n-solvable. Note that 
uQyes c UQyes, and U’Q”” c UQ”“. Thus by induction hypothesis, both 
U’Qyes and VtQ”” are n-solvable, whence 6” is (n + l)-solvable. 1 
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4. PROPOSITION. Let z,,..., zp be distinct nonnegative integers, p = 2”, 
and U= (0,0, {z,, . . . . z,}). Then U is n-solvable. 
Proof Trivial. 1 
5. PROPOSITION. Let y, z,, . . . . zq be distinct nonnegative integers. Then 
U= (0, {y}, {z,, . . . . z4}) is 3-solvable. 
ProoJ: Let Q= {z2, z3, z4}. Then UQyes= (125, 0, {y, z2, z3, zq}) is 
2-solvable, by Proposition 4. Also UQ”” = (0, { y }, {z, }) is 2-solvable: 
indeed, letting Q, = (y}, we obtain (UQ”“) Qy = (0, (y}, a), which 
is O-solvable, and a fortiori l-solvable by Proposition 3(i), and 
(UQno)Q;“=COa,Oa, {Y,z,)) h’ h w  tc is l-solvable by Proposition 4. 1 
6. PROPOSITION. For each n = 0, 1, . . . . 11 let the Ulam set U, = 
(0, Y,, Z,) be given by I’, = {y,, . . . . y?“}, Z, = {zl, . . . . z(,,-~)~“}, where the 
y’s and z’s are distinct nonnegative integers, and-Z, = 0 if n = 11. Then U, 
is (n + 4)-solvable. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
Basis: n = 0. U,= (0, {y}, {z,, . . . . z,,}I. Let Q= {z5, . . . . z,,}. Then 
UoQyes= (0, 0, {Y, ~5, . . . . z,, }) is 3-solvable by Proposition 4. On the 
other hand, UOQno = (0, { y }, {zr , . . . . zq}) is 3-solvable by Proposition 5. 
Induction. Let n+l<ll, p=2”+‘, q=(ll-(n+1))2”+‘, Un+,= 
(0, (Yl, . ..Y Y,>, (Zl, -.., z,,}). Let Q = {y,, . . . . Y,,,~, zr, . . . . z,,*}. It follows 
that U,, I QYe”=(O, (Y,,-,Y~,~), {z,, . . ..z~/~.Y,+~,~,...,Y~})=(~,~,B) 
for sets A, B c N with IA 1 = p/2 = 2”, 1 BI = p/2 + q/2 = (11 -n) 2”. By 
induction hypothesis, U, + 1 eyes is (n + 4)-solvable. Symmetrically, we can 
write U,, 1 Q”“= (0, A’, B’), where ]A’1 = ]A(, /J?‘I = /BI, whence UnflQno 
is (n + 4)-solvable, too. Therefore, U, + 1 is (n + 5)-solvable, as required. 1 
7. PROPOSITION. Let x, zl, . . . . zll be distinct nonnegative integers. Then 
the Ulum set U=({x}, 0, {z,, . . . . z-,,>) is Ssolvable. 
Proof: Let Q= {z ,,..., z,,}. Then UQy’“=(O, (x}, {zl ,..., z,,}) is 
4-solvable, by Proposition 6. On the other hand, UQ”” = ((x1, 0, 0) is 
O-solvable, and a fortiori 4-solvable, by Proposition 3(i). 1 
8. LEMMA. Let x, y,, . . . . y,,, z,, .,., zIgO be distinct nonnegative integers. 
Then the Ulam set U= ({x}, {yl, . . . . y,,}, {zl, . . . . z,~,}) is 9-solvable. 
Proof: Let Q, = { Y6, . . . . yZ0, +, , . . . . zlpo>. Then UQ’;““= (0, (x, y6? . . . . y,,), 
{Y 1 > . ..> y,, Z86r . . . . z,,,>). By Proposition 6 (n =4), together with 
Proposition 3(iii), UQ;‘” is 8-solvable. There remains to be proved that the 
Ulam set u,=uQ;“=({X}~ {Y,,-~Ys), {Y6,...,Y20,~,,...,~85}) is 
8-solvable. To this purpose, let Q, = { y, , . . . . y,, z22r . . . . zg5j. Then U, Qys = 
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(0, {A Y,, ..., Y5}, (z*2, . . . . z,,}). By Proposition 6 (n= 3), together with 
Proposition 3(iii), U, Q, yes is 7-solvable. To see that the Ulam set Uz = 
U,Q;“=({x}, 0, {yl, . . . . yzo, zI, . . . . zzl})is7-solvable,letQ,= {Y,, ...,Y~~, 
zr, . . . . z,~}. Then UZQy= (125, (x}, {yl, . . . . yzo, z,, . . . . z,,)) is 6-solvable, 
by Proposition 6 (n = 2) and Proposition 3(iii). On the other hand, also 
uzQy” = (b>, 0, (~17, . . . . =,I>) is 6-solvable, by Proposition 7 and 
Proposition 3(i), (iii). 1 
9. End of Proof of Theorem. A direct computation using Proposi- 
tion 3(ii) and Proposition 2 yields that for each q < 28, q questions are not 
suffkient to find an integer between one and one million, if up to two 
answers may be false. We shall prove that 29 questions are sufficient. 
Actually, we shall establish the stronger result that 29 questions are suf- 
ficient to find a number gE X= (0, . . . . 220 - 1 }, allowing at most two lies. 
By Proposition 2, this amounts to showing that the Ulam set 
U = (X, 0, 0) is 29-solvable. Write g as a 20 bit integer, g = g, . . . g,,, 
gi E (0, 1) for each i= 1, . . . . 20. Let the yes-no question Qi be defined by 
“is the ith digit gi of g equal to one?” 
In other words, Qi= {k~ XI the ith binary digit of k equals 1 }, i= 1, . . . . 20. 
For every function a: { 1, . . . . 20) -+ {no, yes) we define the Ulam set U, by 
(*) 
Further, we let 5 E X be the integer whose binary expansion d, . . cszo is 
given by 
iii= 1 iff a(i) = yes, 
cl,=0 iff a(i) = no, 
for each i= 1, . . . . 20. Let Y,, 2, c N be given by 
Y, = (k E Xl the binary expansions of k and ii differ by precisely one 
bit}; 
Z, = (k E XI the binary expansions of k and ii differ by precisely two 
bits). 
Then recalling Definition 1, from (*) we obtain U, = ({a}, Y,, Z,). NOW, 
1 Y,I = 20, IZ,I = 20.19/2 = 190, for each a. By Lemma 8, each U, is 
9-solvable. Again recalling Definition 1 and (*) above, we conclude that U 
is 29-solvable. 1 
Note added in proof The present paper may serve as a brief, self-contained introduction to 
the techniques of the forthcoming article, “Ulam’s searching game with lies” (first submitted 
in March 1986), where the authors solve the general Ulam problem on the least number of 
yes-no questions sufficient to find a number between I and 2”, if up to two lies are allowed. 
